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VOLUNTARY CARBON REPORTING 2014-15

OUT OF THE 125 ARTS ORGANISATIONS
REPORTING TO CREATIVE SCOTLAND,

AVERAGE ANNUAL CARBON FOOTPRINT

90 VOLUNTARILY PROVIDED AT LEAST

FOR EACH REPORTING CATEGORY

ONE CATEGORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA – A 60% INCREASE FROM 2014.

2015

316

2014

CATEGORIES OF REPORTING ARTS ORGANISATIONS:

AREAS OF REPORTING:

THEATRES

tonnes CO2e

FLOOR AREA
ELECTRICITY

23

GAS

THEATRES

TENANTS
TENANTS

ARTS CENTRES

OIL
LPG

17

78

30

TENANTS

tonnes CO2e

OTHER FUEL
WATER
WASTE RECYCLING

TOTAL EMISSIONS REPORTED BY ARTS ORGANISATIONS
*as reported to Creative Scotland

80

WASTE TO LANDFILL
TRAVEL

ARTS CENTRES

7,800
tonnes CO2e

tonnes CO2e

this equates to a
footprint of

87 tonnes CO2e
for each reported
organisation

2014-15 ANNUAL REPORTING HAS DEMONSTRATED A
SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGAGEMENT WITHIN THE ARTS SECTOR.
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Voluntary Carbon Reporting – Summary May 2016
Executive Summary
1.

125 arts organisations provided information in their annual report to Creative
Scotland for 2014-15, submitted in October 2015. Of those, 90 provided carbon
emissions data voluntarily via an ‘environmental’ section. This was significantly
more than the 54 organisations which reported in October 2014.

2. The reporting period for the data discussed in this report predates the Regular
Funding programme, which started in April 2015. Around 80 of those
organisations which submitted environmental reports are now part of the Regular
Funding programme. Environmental reporting in October 2016 for the year
2015/16 will be mandatory for all 118 Regularly Funded Organisations (RFOs) .
3. The annual report was in the form of a spreadsheet designed by Creative Carbon
Scotland (CCS). For ease of use, emissions were calculated automatically based
on data entered for fuels, water and waste. Travel data were expected to be
entered as emissions for each mode (bus, train, plane etc) taken directly from a
summary report produced by claimexpenses.com, the online travel recording tool.
All Scottish arts organisations have free access to claimexpenses.com, which was
created by CCS for this purpose.
4. If respondents did not have access to the full year’s information, they were
encouraged to estimate annual data (and indicate this on the form) .
5. Emissions data was available for 2014-15 for the first time. Data available for
2013-14 reporting contained information only on which organisations had
submitted environmental data, whether all sections were completed and some
anecdotal information on which sections were filled in.
6. This analysis is not intended to produce an accurate footprint of the sector. The
completeness of the 2014-15 data reported is still mixed with no organisation able
to report fully with actual recorded data in all categories. Many organisations
provided estimates to complete the missing categories and this made up around
40% of reported data.
7. To analyse the data, organisations have been divided into three broad categories:
a. Theatres (larger performing arts buildings) – 17 organisations.
b. Arts Centres (varying in size with a mix of workshop, display and
auditorium spaces) – 30 organisations.
c. Tenants (oﬃce based organisations) – 78 organisations.
8. Theatres provided good data on utilities but slightly less on travel. Arts centres
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also provided some data on utilities, but more was estimated. Tenants are less
likely to pay utility bills and so reported less on these categories and more on their
travel. Waste and recycling was largely estimated for all categories of
organisation.
9. The annual footprint for theatres averaged around 316 tonnes of CO2e (carbon
dioxide equivalent, the standard technical measure for greenhouse gases). For
arts centres, this was around 80 tonnes of CO2e and for tenants, around 23
tonnes CO2e.
10. For organisations identified as theatres or arts centres (47 in total), the best
emissions reduction opportunities are likely to come from reduced utility use. For
the largest group, identified as tenants (78), the best opportunities may come
from lowering travel emissions.
11. Some rudimentary metrics were calculated on annual utility use per m2 of floor
area. For each utility, the values were broadly similar between all three groups:
electricity (100-120kWh/m2), gas (120-260 kWh/m2), water (0.8-2.6 m3/m2).
12. The calculated metrics were also in line with the values reported by CIBSE and
Julie’s Bicycle for performing arts venues: electricity (101-150 kWh/m2), gas
(139-420 kWh/m2).
13. The quality of the data was insuﬃcient to allow a robust analysis but it has
demonstrated a significant advance in engagement in the task of environmental
reporting among the arts sector. With increased knowledge and confidence
among those tasked with reporting we expect more organisations to report their
environmental data and to report more fully in the future.
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Background
To coincide with Creative Scotland’s requirement for environmental reporting in 2016 as
part of the new Regular Funding programme, Creative Carbon Scotland conducted an
intensive programme of workshops and one-to-one meetings to support regularly
funded organisations (RFOs) with their carbon reporting between January and
September 2015. These were targeted mainly at those which had been successful in
obtaining regular funding, but were open to any other organisations which wished to
complete the environmental return.
The last year of voluntary environmental reporting was 2014/15 and all organisations
were encouraged to submit available or estimated data as part of their annual return in
October 2015. For the period 2014-15, 125 organisations submitted annual reports to
Creative Scotland. Of those, 120 provided information on building ownership and
responsibility for utility payments. Compared with 2014 returns, the number of
organisations submitting at least one category of environmental data rose from 54 to 90.
Most which reported environmental data were RFOs, but several other organisations also
submitted data.
The quality of the reporting was very variable with no organisation reporting fully with
actual data on all categories. Organisations were asked to report on utilities, water, waste
and travel; however, the majority of those reporting did not have access to utility and
water bills, and therefore, could not report on those categories. Over all categories, many
had supplied estimates to supplement their actual data.
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Approaching the analysis of environmental
returns
Categorising organisations
It is diﬃcult to define a typical arts organisation in Scotland in terms of carbon
emissions. For the purpose of analysis, organisations were split into 3 broad types –
• Theatres
The performing arts organisation runs a building – usually fairly large – and produces
and/or receives productions.
• Arts Centres
The organisation runs a building which could be within a range of sizes where
auditorium, studio space and display space are often accommodated together with
space for community events.
• Tenants
The organisations may only have a very small space to accommodate an oﬃce for a
small number of people. While a few own this space, most are tenants. Almost all artistic
activity takes place in other spaces, very often as part of a tour.

What can we learn from the returns?
From carbon reporting, we are able to:
1.

Understand typical carbon footprints for diﬀerent types of arts organisation.

2. Develop baselines.
3. Identify major emissions impacts for diﬀerent types of organisations.
4. Signpost the main areas where reductions in emissions might be achievable.

Level of reporting
Figure 1 shows both the estimated and actual data for the three types of organisations
which submitted an annual report of Creative Scotland.
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Figure 1 All Data Reports (Combined Estimated and Actual Data)

THEATRES (17)
Estimated
data

ART CENTRES (30)

Actual
data

Estimated
data

Actual
data

TENANTS (78)
Estimated
data

Actual
data

FLOOR AREA (m2)

0

12

0

21

0

40

ELECTRICITY (kWh)

4

11

7

12

6

13

GAS (kWh)

3

10

4

6

3

8

OIL (LITRES)

0

2

0

3

1

0

LPG (LITRES)

0

1

1

3

0

0

OTHER FUEL (KG)

0

1

1

2

0

1

WATER (m3)

4

10

6

7

5

7

WASTE RECYCLED

11

6

14

11

19

21

WASTE TO LANDFILL

12

4

16

9

21

13

3

6

8

4

15

26

TRAVEL

Table 1 Numbers of Actual and Estimated Data Reports
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Trends in data reporting
The main trends in the overall reports show that waste is the most frequently reported
category with most of the reports being estimates. For the period of reporting, relatively
few waste contractors provided useful reports; however, most organisations are aware of
volumes of waste and are able to make a good estimate. Travel is the next most
frequently reported category. In this case, the majority of reports are actual data. This is
a diﬃcult category and where estimates have been provided they may be less reliable.
•

Theatres: Most theatres pay their own bills for waste and utilities and almost all were
able to report on waste and utilities (gas, electricity and water), and most provided
actual data. Travel reporting was lower, but again, was mostly actual data.

•

Arts Centres: Responsibility for payment of bills was much more mixed for arts
centres, reflecting the wide range of use and ownership. Although this is often
estimated, almost all were able to report on waste, heating, fuel and electricity. Gas is
used as the heating fuel where available, but many are in rural areas which use a mix
of biomass, electric, LPG and oil heating. Travel reporting is relatively low and most
reports are estimates.

•

Tenants: As the largest group, tenants are much less likely to pay for utilities or waste
and this is reflected in the lower percentage of reporting on utilities. Many
organisations in this group tour their productions and this is their largest expense. A
higher percentage of this group have reported travel, although this is still only just
over half.

Analysing data from annual reporting
Collecting data on utilities - who pays the bills
Not everyone pays. Bills for utilities, water and waste are often paid by landlords or local
authorities. Very few organisations own the building they work from and utility bills are
often included in the rent.
Building
owners

Who pays?

Energy

Water

Landfill

Recycling

6

16

14

14

14

Art Centres
(29)

10

22

19

16

16

Tenants (73)

7

23

19

22

14

Theatres (17)

Table 2 Ownership and bill payers
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Global total and average emissions by sector
The emissions calculated from reports by all organisations were totalled by sector and
across all sectors. This provides a perspective on the ‘carbon intensity’ of arts
organisations and allows a rudimentary comparison with other business sectors. The
figures reported include actual recorded data as well as estimates, but will still
significantly underestimate the actual totals as most reporting organisations will have
omitted at least one major category.
Number of
organisations
reporting

Annual Total
(tonnes CO2e)

Range of Annual
total emissions
reported
(tonnes CO2e)

Average Annual
total emissions
reported
(tonnes CO2e)

Theatres (17)

15

4736

44-794

316

Art Centres (29)

24

1919

0.0003-389

80

Tenants (73)

51

1153

0.13-171

23

90

7809

0.0003-794

n/a

All organisations

Table 3 Total Sector Carbon Footprint

Breakdown of reported emissions by type and sector
To try to identify the best targets for making emissions reductions and build a clearer
picture of which impact (utilities, waste, travel) makes up the largest part of the carbon
footprint of a typical arts organisation, we calculated the carbon footprint for each arts
organisation which submitted a report. This was used to find the most significant
sources of emissions in terms of percentage of the overall footprint. This approach was
less useful for several cases where only one item of data was reported (e.g waste) and
which therefore, formed 100% of the organisation’s footprint. Where more than one item
was reported this provides perspective and gives a more informative picture of which
emissions source have most impact. For individual organisations, if all categories of data
are reported, the overall footprint can highlight which impacts are the most significant
and provide a focus for reduction eﬀorts.
To examine the group as a whole, the average of reported annual emissions was
calculated for each sector and each emissions source. The ranges of percentage
contributions to the overall carbon footprint, shown in the table below, tend to be very
wide as a result of single item data reports.
To examine this further, averages were also calculated of the percentage of their overall
carbon footprint over all organisations which provided data for a particular emissions
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source to show how significant each emissions source was in a typical organisation.
Without full reporting, this can only provide a rough guide and as very few organisations
have reported on all categories, calculated footprints are often missing significant
contributions making reported emissions appear more significant as part of the overall
footprint. The data from the Tenant group in particular highlight the fact that most have
reported on either utilities or travel, but rarely both.
While looking at average annual footprints for the group as a whole can provide some
insight, these figures do not provide overall sector footprints.

Individual footprint averages
by category
Number submitting data

Theatres (15)

Arts Centres (24)

Tenants (51)

297 tonnes CO2e
(15)

87 tonnes CO2e
(19)

15 tonnes CO2e
(19)

93.7%

87.9%

52.4%

Range of footprint % reported

70.4%-100%

41.27%-100%

0.03%-100%

Average annual waste footprint
(number reporting)
Average waste component of
total footprint for those
reporting waste

12 tonnes CO2e
(15)

4 tonnes CO2e
(24)

0.2 tonnes CO2e
(12)

3.4%

6.4%

9.7%

Range of footprint % reported

0.01%-11%

0.19%-100%

0.01%-100%

Average annual travel footprint
(number reporting)
Average travel component of
total footprint for those
reporting travel

11 tonnes CO2e
(9)

7 tonnes CO2e
(12)

20 tonnes CO2e
(41)

5.7%

35.1%

81.6%

Range of footprint % reported

0.06%-18.6%

0.61%-100%

2.09%-100%

Average annual utilities footprint
(number reporting)
Average utilities component of
total footprint for those
reporting utilities

Table 4 Range and average of carbon footprint contributions by percentage

In some organisations, data have only been provided for a single category,
which therefore takes up 100% of the organisation footprint.
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This analysis shows that for all sectors waste disposal produces a relatively small
contribution to the overall carbon footprint of organisations. This can often be the focus
of many emissions reduction eﬀorts and it is useful to highlight the areas which will bring
a better return. For theatres and arts centres, utilities contribute the majority of
emissions they reported. Although this may be partly as a result of the relatively low
rates of travel data reported for these sectors, this initial evidence indicates that the best
opportunity for emissions savings is likely to be from reduced utility use.
For tenants, the picture is more complex with organisations reporting either utilities or
travel, but rarely both, leading to significant under reporting overall. This initial evidence
indicates that the best opportunities for emissions savings may come from reducing
travel emissions for most tenants.

Theatres
Average floor area (m2)

Art Centres

Tenants

4000

1038

200

Average Electricity usage
(kWh)

403155

122583

22845

Average Electricity (kWh/
m2)
Average Gas usage (kWh)

100

120

115

576483

271241

23800

140

260

120

7840

2848

2952

2

3

15

Average water use water
(m3)
Average water (m3/m2)

3120

2730

230

0.8

2.6

1.0

Average utilities footprint
(tonnes CO2e)
Utilities footprint (tonnes
CO2e/m2)

297

87

15

0.07

0.08

0.08

Average Gas (kWh/m2)
Average oil (litres)
Average oil (litres/m2)

Table 5 Metrics for annual utilities use

Developing baselines and metrics
Many organisations have requested information on how much fuel and water they should
expect to use. To provide this and to allow a comparison with industry standards,
rudimentary baselines and metrics have been calculated to provide an indication of the
performance of the organisations which provided utilities data.
These are based on small, incomplete samples so can only provide an indication rather
than an accurate picture of the sector as a whole.
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We found that although theatres and arts centres have a much larger carbon footprint
overall, when looked at in terms of floor area, there was less of a diﬀerence. For each
utility, the values were broadly similar between all three groups: electricity (100-120kWh/
m2), gas (120-260 kWh/m2), water (0.8-2.6 m3/m2).
We compared these values with information contained in a recent report issued by
Julie’s Bicycle1. Although the sectors defined diﬀered, the calculated metrics for gas and
electricity were also in line with the values reported by CIBSE and Julie’s Bicycle for
performing arts venues: electricity (101-150 kWh/m2), gas (139-420 kWh/m2).

References
1. Julie’s Bicycle. 2015. Sustaining Great Art Environmental Report 2012-2015 Results and Highlights, Arts
Council England. Available at: http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/download-file/
Sustaining_Great_Art_Report_2012_15.pdf
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Headline statistics for voluntary reporting
2014-15
2014-15

2013-14

No. of organisations which submitted
annual report

125

54 (18 fully)

No. of RFOs which submitted a report

104

45

Own building

23

n/a

Those which are tenants

96

n/a

Those which pay for utilities

61

n/a

Those which pay for water

52

n/a

Those which pay for waste

44

n/a

Those which pay for recycling

52

n/a

Those which reported utilities

54(15 estimated)

Approx 40

Those which reported water

41(14 estimated)

Approx 20

Those which reported travel

55(30 estimated)

Approx. 20

75(51 estimated)

Approx. 20

92(47 estimated)

Approx. 20

80

25

800,000kg CO2e

n/a

80,000 kg CO2e

n/a

134

70

25

6

150

50

70

Approx. 30

4.3/5

n/a

130

10

69%

n/a

5000

n/a

83

11

Those which reported landfill
Those which reported recycling
Number of reportees with
environmental policies
Maximum reported footprint
Average reported footprint
Number of GAI members (March 2016)
Number of workshop sessions
Number of workshop attendees
Number of organisations at workshop
sessions
Average satisfaction rating from
workshop attendees
One to one meetings held
‘Extremely helpful’ rating for meetings
Miles travelled by CCS to meetings and
workshops
Active claimexpenses accounts
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